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SECTION A- SEEN PASSAGE                

Q-1) : Read the following passage and answer the questions given below:        (6 Marks) 

The fish grew and grew “I have no room to swim” said the fish. Until it was too big for the jar. So the Manu 

took the fish to the well and fed it with bread.  It grew and grew until it was too big for the well.  Then again 

the tiny fish cried before Manu saying “I have no room to play”. So Manu carried the fish to the river. Now 

he didn’t feed it, but it still grew and grew.  Then again the tiny fish cried before Manu “I have no room to 

move”. Manu couldn’t believe his eyes. “There’s something fishy going on!  Now the fish was enormous. 

“Please take me to the sea “the fish said. But amazingly, the fish was as light as air. It was a magic! Manu 

walked to the seashore and threw the fish into the sea.  

1) Answer the following questions:- 

  a) “I have no room to play” who said to whom? 

     b) Where Manu did carried the fish? 

     c) Where did Manu threw the fish at last? 

2) Make a sentence: 

a) Howled           b) Sparkled 

3) Give meaning to the words given below:- 

     a) Wading                 b) Enormous 

4) Write any two nouns from the paragraph   

Q-2) Answer the following questions (any three)                                            (6 Marks) 

1. What did Manu do with the fish? 

2. How was Manu able to carry the big fish? 

3. What did Manu fill the boat with? 

4. Where did they all reach safely? 

 

 

SECTION: - B 

Q-3: Read the poem stanzas carefully and answer the following questions:- (6 Marks) 

Fitted in a cardboard box, 

In the cupboard, with your frocks-  

Anywhere! They don’t care! 

Cats sleep anywhere 



 

 1)  Who was fitted in the cardboard box? 

 2) Where was the cat sleeping in the cupboard? 

 3)  Why the poet is saying cat is a careless animal? 

            4)  Complete the lines of the poem:  

a) Any table, any ________________________ 

 

b) ______________,on the edge 

5) Name two unusual places where cat sleeps? 

Q-4) Answer the following questions:- (any two)                                          (4 Marks) 

1) According to poet which is the place where cat can fit properly? Who is the author of the poem “Cat”? 

2) In which line of the poem suggests that people at home love cats? 

3)  “Cats can sleep anywhere” They don’t care. Why? Give reason 

          

SECTION: - C (GRAMMAR) 

Q-5) Do as directed  : -         (12 Mark) 

1) Write Antonyms of the following words:- 

a) Interesting         b) Safe 

2) Sanchu gathered a ___________of flowers from her garden.          (Use appropriate collective nouns) 

3) He is not ____ honourable man.                                                       (Use suitable articles) 

4) welcomed / every guest / was                      (Rearrange the Jumbled words into meaningful sentences) 

5) I have dinner (at night/ in the morning) with my family                 (Select the correct phrase) 

6) __________do you live?                                                                 (Write the suitable question word) 

7) Write the Plural nouns for the following singular nouns  

a) fox :                            b) mango 

8) I gave my  niece $100.     (Use masculine gender for the underlined noun.) 

9) Rajendra Prasad was the first President of India.                          (Underline proper noun) 

10) I have to go to Dr. Menon, the dentist.                                        (Underline common noun) 

SECTION: - D (WRITING SKILL) 

Q-6)Write a short paragraph on the given topic (Any one )                 (6 Marks) 

a) My pet 

      OR 

b) My favorite toy 


